
MENU
virtual reality

V R E X  C H A M B E R



VREX CHAMBER $2/MIN
PRICING

*Virtual Reality experiences may cause
motion sickness or nausea.

Experience the virtual reality lounge 
(VREX) where patrons can escape the 
doldrums of normal life and immerse 
themselves in virtual reality. Choose 
between the seated Gear VR experience 
or fully immersive HTC Vive. You can also 
reserve the more private Virtual Reality 
Chamber that comes equipped with nine 
thrones, private lockers, and drinks 
served in an IV bag for easy handling. 
Mad Rex is the first restaurant to fully 
infuse VR technology into their concept 
in Philadelphia.



Go inside and beyond Dali’s 
painting Archaeological 
Reminiscence of Millet’s Angelus 
and explore the world of the 
Surrealist master like never before 
in this mesmerizing 360 video.

A short video filmed on a walk by the sea in the magical 
French city in early March 2017. A very calming black and 
white experience.



Meet Rachel Platten, the singer-songwriter behind the hit 
single, ‘Fight Song’. Rachel gives us an intimate look at her 
musical journey, from a young girl who dreamed of singing 
on stage to a struggling 20-something chasing every oppor-
tunity to perform. This is the story of who Rachel is and how 
she became a star.

An adventure of epic proportions! A submarine pilot is trapped 
underwater, but he isn’t alone.



For fans of exploration and space travel 
comes the perfect exercise. Take a tour of 
the milky way before plunging into earth 
and discover the beauty of our world.

View a relaxing early morning on the beach as the sun rises.



Immersive VR and Planetarium tour of the international 
Space Station. Working together with BAP (British 
Association of Planetaria), NSC Creative has produced a 
short immersive 360 experience which takes the viewer 
around the ISS (International Space Centre) to see what it is 
like to live and work in space. Narrated by British Astronaut 
Tim Peake who has successfully completed his 6 month 
Principia mission.

View an abstract and surreal path to victory as a mixed martial 
art fighter. Are you up for the challenge?



Put yourself front row for a special performance by
the band Spaceboots!

In 1991, professor Richard Dawkins gave the Royal 
Institution Christmas Lecture. Parts of his lecture are 
weaved through a wondrous journey through fractal time 
and fractal space. A mandelbulbian homage to science.





oculus

hub
Interactive apps



LEVEL: BEGINNER // TYPE: GAME // GENRE: SKYDIVING
Hop into Rush to enjoy a highly interactive Wingsuit Simulator. 
Listen to a fun upbeat track as you glide down steep winding 
slopes. Try one fo the three different game modes; Race, Time 
Attack, and Score Challenge to try and be one of the best 
Wingsuit Flyers at MadRex.

RUSH

Dead and Buried

LEVEL: BEGINNER // TYPE: GAME // GENRE: ZOMBIE SHOOTER
Spend your time shooting down wave after wave fo zombies while 
in the WIld West in Dead and Buried. Play as a local resident of a 
town in the WIld West and help defend the town from 
encroaching zombies. Can you become the best zombie killer on 
this side of the Mississippi?



intro to vr

LEVEL: BEGINNER // TYPE: EXPERIENCE // GENRE: ANIMATION/VIDEO
Intro to VR is MadRex’s recommendation for those who are new 
to VR. Put on a headset and enjoy an immersive 360 video that 
puts you in space and next to elephants. A must try for those who 
are new to VR and a calming experience for those who are 
familiar with VR.

ocean rift

LEVEL: BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE // TYPE: EXPERIENCE // GENRE: OCEAN EXPLORATION
Pick between a variety of fish, aquatic mammals, and even 
dinosaurs and enjoy a calming experience as you swim next to 
your favorite sea creatures and explore the ocean floor in 
Ocean Rift.



Explore a haunted mansion and try to uncover its secrets in this 
horror game. Players will traverse a large, dark manor as they try 
to find out more about the mystical forces that are causing 
strange events to happen all over the manor.

Affected: The Manor

invasion

LEVEL: BEGINNER // TYPE: VIDEO // GENRE: ANIMATION
From the creators of the movie Madagascar comes a Virtual 
Reality animation about aliens that attempt to invade Earth.

LEVEL: BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE // TYPE: EXPERIENCE // GENRE: HORROR



LEVEL: BEGINNER // TYPE: GAME // GENRE: TURN-BASED PUZZLE
Ever wanted to play as a hitman who is trying to reach his goal by 
sneaking past guards or taking them down, all while looking good 
in a suit. Then this board game version of the critically acclaimed 
game Hitman would be perfect for you.

Hitman Go: VR Edition

GrooVR Bundle

LEVEL: BEGINNER // TYPE: EXPERIENCE // GENRE: MUSIC VISUALIZATION
Listen to songs from GrooVr, SoundCloud, or Spotify and watch as 
GrooVR generates visuals which will have you spinning in your 
chair in awe of the animated and interactive environment.



vr camel bag
concoctions

DELIRIUM RUM PUNCH  $18   
Light rum, orange liquer, orange juice & real organic ginger ale. 
     

SPIKED SPICED PEACH TEA  $18
Bourbon, peach schnapps, cinnamon simple syrup and 
fresh brewed ice tea.     
     

TRAGIC TEQUILA PUNCH  $18   
Tequila & triple sec with grapefruit, pineapple and fresh
lime juices.      
 

N/A PUNCH  $12    
Pineapple, orange, grapfruit cranberry and fresh lime juices 
with real organic ginger ale.   
   

SELECT BEERS    
(2 beer price, bags to keep)    
  
YUENGLING  $16    
  
MILLER LITE  $16    
  
COORS LITE  $16    
  
PBR  $16     
 
BELLS 2 HEARTED ALE  $17
  
CORONA $17
SLY FOX HELLES LAGER  $17    

CAMEL BAG INCLUDED IN COST OF DRINK. 
BRING BACK BAG FOR $6 SAVING ON NEXT DRINK. 

*Please drink responsibly. The combination of Alcohol and Virtual Reality could cause 
nausea and/or sickness.





Inquire about special Virtual Reality benefits with the 
Gryphon Society Membership


